MicroForm Software

Form, Orientation, and Location Measurements
ABTech MicroForm™ gages quickly and easily measure precision geometric forms using
intuitive navigation and full function analysis for the shop floor and quality control lab.
MicroForm software was designed for quick assimilation by operators at all levels, allowing
productivity right out of the box.
MicroForm™ measurement software is included with
all ABTech MicroForm gages and as retrofit upgrades
for existing systems to quickly and easily measure
precision geometric forms with unmatched
repeatability. Each gage incorporates an air bearing
rotary table in a robust platform to deliver
ultra-precision results.
The most common form measurements are included;
roundness, flatness, concentricity (in and out of plane),
parallelism and perpendicularity. Our unique RunOut
feature displays both digital and analog versions of your
part’s runout while capturing the max and min values and
the angular locations of each, as well as calculating the
total runout. Use this for quick in-process checks or to align
your part for one of the more detailed form measurements.
Surface interruptions are automatically removed during
measurements based on the user defined trim parameters,
or easily edited out using our drag and drop feature on the
results plot.

Main screen with RunOut meter in a single probe configuration
(shown with ghost needles)

Analyze the frequency of undulations in your part to identify
machining or grinding issues by activating the harmonic
analysis feature. This will change the linear plot to display a
bar graph of all frequencies and their amplitudes on the
same page as your form measurement results. Industry
specific, optional slope and lobing analysis features are
also available and accessible from the results screen.
Select the Configuration button to access user definable
system preferences for customizing output and displays.
Select from four reference circle types: Least Squares
Circle (LSC), Minimum Zone Circle (MRS), Minimum
Inscribed Circle (MIC), and Maximum Circumscribed Circle
(MCC), Gaussian filter settings, units of measure, and other
options to match your part drawing’s requirement.

Results screen with polar plot, harmonic analysis, and measurement results
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Our MicroForm software offers a unique dual probe option for checking part alignment and/or runout of two surfaces at the
same time, choosing from individual probe or sum/differential display views. You can also establish a datum reference axis
or perform concentricity, parallelism and perpendicularity measurements in a single rotation of the part.
On screen “step-by-step” instructions assist the novice operator through each measurement in a way that doesn’t reduce
the efficiency of experienced users. A large touch screen color monitor is the operator interface for all MicroForm gages.
Access and navigation are clearly laid out in two simplified screens. Toggle between the main setup screen with active
analog and digital RunOut meters to the results screen with graphical polar and linear charts. A sidebar menu of all the
form options is always visible along with the measurement results.
Customizable displays and output options are built in to meet your particular needs. User selectable scale resolutions and
SAE or metric units provide full flexibility for all of your part requirements. Add your part number and comments to capture
all details pertinent to the measurement for display or to print out with the results. Even add your company logo or contact
information to the results document for a truly professional final touch.
Quickly print or save a PDF file to share the measurement results and graphical charts and document traceability, or
export and share measurement results and graphical charts using available Ethernet network connections for statistical
process control (SPC) and traceability.
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